Please note that this trader has applied for membership and are
currently waiting to go through the vetting process.
Company Name:

Load and Go

Primary Trade:

Waste Management

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Alan Scollick

Full Address:

10 Frosthole Crescent

01329 220884

Fareham
Hampshire
Postcode:

PO15 6AF

Contact Telephone:

Contact Email:

info@loadandgowaste.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.loadandgowaste.co.uk

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

07957 163409

Comments:
Location map:
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Services Provided:
Fencing
Handyman Services
Property Maintenance & Repair Services
Removals / Storage / House Clearance
Waste Management
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

40

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
08-Oct-2017

We were all extremely pleased with the friendly service
and work done for my mum. We had a new more
secure side gate and fence panel put in for ours and
mums security. The work was completed quickly and
left very tidy, the cost was extremely reasonable. Can't
thank Alan enough. Recommended.

11-Jun-2015
10-Jun-2015

Came within one hour. Cleaned and tidied the area.
Great price.

09-Jan-2015

New fencing. Professional, quick and tidy service. Good
quality materials with 2 year guarantee. Friendly and
helpful.

09-Jan-2015

Pleasant, helpful, fast, clean and on time. Would (will)
use again.

09-Jan-2015

Alan Scollick has completed a very good contract to
renew fencing to a very high standard. I would
recommend him to anyone.

09-Jan-2015

Excellent. Turned up on time and worked solidly.
Cleared site leaving tidy. Workmanship first class.
Could not have asked for more.

08-Jan-2015

I had all my garden fences replaced. All the materials
used were of excellent quality, as was the construction
of the fencing, which was completed on schedule. All at
a fair price.

08-Jan-2015
08-Jan-2015

Excellent service all round. Turned up in bad weather
on time and left the job very tidy. Thanks

08-Jan-2015

Alan helped me by clearing my mothers bungalow for
me. He and his helper were super efficient, friendly and
well priced.

08-Jan-2015
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08-Jan-2015

Efficient and very helpful. Took a great deal of trouble
and did a first class job. Their excellent reputation is
well justified.

08-Jan-2015
07-Jan-2015

Very good communication. Very punctual and would
use again.

06-Jan-2015
06-Jan-2015

Prompt and efficient A little expensive Â£60 for 20mins
work

06-Jan-2015

Excellent service, Very prompt listened to my
alterations needed and did these promptly. A pleasure
to deal with throughout the contract. Will be using firm
again.

06-Jan-2015

Good and reliable, very helpful.

05-Jan-2015

Very professional, very prompt. Did what they said
they would and when good communication and very
helpful they wanted to help and did so would use them
again.

05-Jan-2015

Excellent very friendly and helpful.

05-Jan-2015
05-Jan-2015
05-Jan-2015

Excellent service worked hard replacing fence and
cleared away old fence and kept the garden clean and
tidy.

19-Dec-2014

Collected old furniture for same price as EHDC but
collected from room the next day. Efficient and
pleasant would use again.

19-Dec-2014

Collection of waste, prompt, polite service excellent.

19-Dec-2014

Excellent hedge cutting. A* at cleaning up, pleasant
and punctual.

19-Dec-2014

Excellent, cheerful, friendly and exceptionally helpful.
Value for money would highly recommend and will use
again

19-Dec-2014

Cannot speak so very highly of Alan. the business is
very good for value for money.

04-Dec-2014
04-Dec-2014

Very polite and efficient. Cleared all rubbish from site.
Overall excellent job.

01-Dec-2014

Excellent

23-Oct-2014

Efficient and polite. Price agreed with no added extras.
Would definately recommend.

23-Oct-2014

Excellent service that could not be bettered. Has
shown a willingness to undertake a range of services
with cheerful attitude. Well organised, tidy workers.

23-Oct-2014

Top service, clean and tidy. we will use again as the
fence and gate are top quality

23-Oct-2014

Excellent work - the best ! Delighted with the result of
the job of removing garden turf, laying paving bricks as
border around decorative stones. Also resetting of
patio slabs and removal of generated rubbish.

23-Oct-2014

Excellent.
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23-Oct-2014

Work carried out to a very high standard and all
rubbish removed. Very punctual and polite. Highly
recommended.

23-Oct-2014
22-Oct-2014

Fantastic service. Lovely job done.
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